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week 1 
TOOLS

computation is key



Who are these 
people?



An Ice Breaker





think + write + discuss

Here are some questions: 
What is the key causal claim of the paper? 

Do they have good evidence for their causal claim? 
What are some descriptors for this paper? 

What do the authors mean by “political tensions”? 
How do they measure political tensions? 

Let’s take a closer look….



How is this going 
to go?



Teaching Philosophy
Learning results from what the student 
does and thinks, and only from what 
the student does and thinks.  

—Herbert Simon

It is the one who does the work who 
does the learning. 

—Terry Doyle







Assignments
Weekly

• 14 conceptual homeworks (3% each; 42% total)

• 7 computational homeworks (3% each; 21% total)

• 14 reflections (1% each; 14% total)

End-of-semester

• Data assignment related to FYP (8%)

• Final exam (15%)



Orienting Ourselves



The Ten Commandments
of Success in (My) POS 5737



slow your roll

I





Significance testing 
(p-value) discourages 

thoughtful social 
science.



Regression models 
are not magic. So 

don’t treat them like 
they are.



the simple tools we discuss in our first few weeks
histogram, avg, SD, scatterplot, simple linear model

ARE POWERFUL
I want you to learn to use them well.



master the simple things

II





computation is key

III



change-review-commit-push

IV



engage with me where you are

V



that’s enough 
slow your roll 

master the simple things 
computation is key 

change-review-commit-push 
engage with me where you are



What should I take 
from this class?



Build a Foundation



think + write + discuss

What should we build a 
foundation for? 

Where do you want to be in 10 years? 

What do you need to accomplish in the next 5 years? 

What do you need to take from this course to get there?



π



π



π
broad base of knowledge in 


substance and methods

detailed knowledge of a 

narrow substantive topic

detailed knowledge of 

a particular method



broad base of knowledge in methods  
that allows us to produce great research projects



broad base of knowledge in methods
1. basic statistical tools, such as a histogram, average, standard 

deviation, normal approximation, scatterplot, correlation, 
simple regression, sample surveys


2. basic concepts in probability theory, such as conditional 
probability, the law of averages, the expected value, the 
standard error.


3. basic concepts in inference, such as a point estimate, interval 
estimate, and hypothesis test.


4. advanced concepts in probability theory (that rely on 
calculus), such as a pmf or pdf, moments, and the central limit 
theorem.

concepts and computation



Why should I care 
about computation?



computation



complexity of  
the method

difficulty

average least squares logit model

hierarchical model copula
one hour

one day

one year

several years

theory

computation

random forest
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one hour
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What does a research 
project look like?



think + write + discuss

What are the three essential components 
of a great research* project?

*empirical, computational



manuscriptraw data

the process



100s of decisions 
1000s of lines of code

manuscriptraw data

the process



think + write + discuss

What characteristics should 
the process* have?

*from raw data to published paper



manuscriptraw data

the process
100s of decisions 

1000s of lines of code 

tidying 
modeling 
plotting 

principled 
implemented 
documented



principled 

implemented 

documented

if you made correct decisions

if you did what you decided to do

if you can check that you did what you decided to do





think + write + discuss

Rank these from least  
to most challenging.

principled 
implemented 
documented



What makes a research 
project compelling?



–Eleanor Roosevelt

“The process never ends until we 
die. And the choices we make are 
ultimately our own responsibility.”

The Process



principled 

implemented 

documented

if you made correct decisions

if you did what you decided to do

if you can check that you did what you decided to do



principled
sharp intuition

some math



implemented
two sources of errors 

errors in a script

software errors 

user errors



# Make sure that working directory is set properly
# setwd("~/Dropbox/projects/strategic-mobilization/")

# Clear workspace
rm(list = ls())

# Read in the raw data from the CSES Module 2 data set
cses2 <- read.csv("data/cses2_rawdata.txt")

#  Pull out variables of interest
mycses2 <- c("B1004", "B2001", "B2002", "B2003", "B2004", "B2005", "B2020", "B2023", "B2030", "B2031", "B3001_2", "B3002_2", 
"B3003", "B3004_1", "B3014", "B3016", "B3028", "B3045", "B3047_1", "B3047_2", "B3047_3", "B4001", "B4002", "B4003", "B4004_A", 
"B4004_B", "B4004_C", "B4004_D", "B4004_E", "B4004_F", "B4005", "B5043_1")
cses2  <- cses2[, mycses2]

# Change the variable names
names(cses2) <- c("Alpha.Polity", "Age", "Male", "Education", "Married", "Union.Member", "Household.Income", 
"Religious.Attendance", "Urban", "District", "Campaign.Activities", "Freq.Campaign", "Contacted", "Cast.Ballot", "Vote.Matters", 
"Cast.Ballot.Previous", "Close.To.Party", "Ideology", "Know1", "Know2", "Know3", "Number.Seats", "Number.Candidates", 
"Number.Lists", "VoteA",  "VoteB", "VoteC", "VoteD", "VoteE", "VoteF", "District.Turnout", "Electoral.Formula")

# Drop countries for which there is not information about the electoral district
cses2 <- cses2[cses2$District!= 99999, ]
cses2 <- cses2[cses2$Number.Seats != 999, ]

#### Recode and Create Variables

# Alpha.Polity

cses2$Alpha.Polity <- as.character(cses2$Alpha.Polity)

cses2$Alpha.Polity[cses2$Alpha.Polity=="CAN_2004"] <- "Canada"
cses2$Alpha.Polity[cses2$Alpha.Polity=="FIN_2003"] <- "Finland"
cses2$Alpha.Polity[cses2$Alpha.Polity=="GBR_2005"] <- "Great Britain"
cses2$Alpha.Polity[cses2$Alpha.Polity=="PRT_2002"] <- "Portugal 2002"
cses2$Alpha.Polity[cses2$Alpha.Polity=="PRT_2005"] <- "Portugal 2005"

cses2 <- cses2[cses2$Alpha.Polity == "Canada" |
                 cses2$Alpha.Polity == "Finland" |
                 cses2$Alpha.Polity == "Great Britain" |
                 cses2$Alpha.Polity == "Portugal 2002"|
                 cses2$Alpha.Polity == "Portugal 2005", ]

cses2$Alpha.Polity <- as.factor(cses2$Alpha.Polity)

# Age



cses2$District.Country <- paste(cses2$Alpha.Polity, cses2$District, sep = "")
cses2$District.Country <- as.factor(cses2$District.Country)

District.Names <- sort(unique(cses2$District.Country))
for (i in 1:length(District.Names)) {
  cses2$District[cses2$District.Country == District.Names[i]] <- i
}

######################################
## Save datasets as .csv files ##
######################################
cses2$District <- as.numeric(as.character(cses2$District))
cses2$Country <- as.numeric(cses2$Alpha.Polity)

# Save a listwise-deleted data set.
ld.vars <- c("Contacted", "Age", "Male", "Education", "Married", "Union.Member", "Household.Income", "Urban", "Close.To.Party", 
"District.Competitiveness", "ENEP", "PR", "Alpha.Polity", "District", "Country", "District.Country")
ld.data <- cses2[, ld.vars]
ld.data <- na.omit(ld.data)
write.csv(ld.data, "output/ld-data.csv")

# Save a data set with missing values for multiple imputation.
mi.vars <- c("Alpha.Polity", "Age", "Male", "Education", "Married", "Union.Member", "Household.Income", "Religious.Attendance", 
"Urban", "District", "Campaign.Activities", "Freq.Campaign", "Contacted", "Cast.Ballot", "Vote.Matters", "Cast.Ballot.Previous", 
"Close.To.Party", "Ideology", "Know1", "Know2", "Know3", "District.Competitiveness", "PR", "Number.Seats", "ENEP", "Country", 
"District")
mi.data <- cses2[, mi.vars]
write.csv(mi.data, "output/mi-data.csv")

# Create the district-level data
get.first <- function(x) {
  return(x[1])
}

district.data <- cses2[, c("Alpha.Polity", "Country", "District", "District.Competitiveness", "PR")]
district.data <- aggregate(district.data, by = list(cses2$District), FUN = get.first)
district.data$SMDP <- 1 - district.data$PR
write.csv(district.data, "output/district-data.csv")

# Create the country-level data
country.data <- cses2[, c("Alpha.Polity", "Country", "PR")]
country.data <- aggregate(country.data, by = list(cses2$Country), FUN = get.first)
country.data$SMDP <- 1 - country.data$PR
write.csv(country.data, "output/country-data.csv")

Pr(correct) < 1



two sources of errors 
errors in a script


software errors 
user errors 

mismanage your files

mismanage versions





fit-model-v4.2_withBayes-add_GDP-APSRrevisions-(for Scott).R



two sources of errors 
errors in a script


software errors 
user errors 

mismanage your files

mismanage versions 

mismanage dependencies





documented
share your work

The same strategies that allow others to easily check your 
work (1) allow you to easily check your work and (2) ensure 
that you implement your decisions correctly in the first place.

Carlisle’s Fundamental Theorem of Implementation (CFTI)



What tools allow me to execute a 
compelling research project?



Our Tools



statistical computing















version-controlling











creating documents













Alright, what’s the 
first homework?



Homework 1: Intro
• Conceptual Homework: Several 

readings and exercises; data sets, 
research design, computational research


• Computational Homework 

• Part 1: Installing and testing software 
(long and tedious)


• Part 2: Practice making a data set


• Part 3: Practice loading a data set


• Reflection: What did you learn?
At s

ome po
int, 

com
e to

 my 

offi
ce a

nd 
ask

 a q
ues

tion
.


